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ARTRECIPE
M O N E T  M O U S E ’ S

Memory Quilt

§		Trace around your hand and color it.  
Write your name inside.

Draw:

§		You

§		Something that makes you happy

§		Your family

§		Monet Mouse:) a pet or animal

§		Something in this room

§		A shape you like

§		A favorite color

§		A fruit

§		A vegetable

§		A shell or something you see at the beach

§		The shape of a leaf

§		A number, a letter

§	A bug

§		A monster

§		A flower

§		The sun, the moon, stars

§		A tree

Ingredients:
§		Colorful squares of paper - same 

size, 2"x2", 3"x3", 4"x4" or larger
§		Lots of different kinds of markers
(You can also use colorful squares of 
fabric and fabric markers)

§		Glue sticks or glue
§		White poster board or other large 

sturdy paper

A quilt is made up of blocks that are usually squares of colorful shapes and 
patterns placed side by side and piece by piece to fit together like a puzzle. 

Make a memory quilt that tells a story when you look at it. On each block 
(square) draw something or someone that you remember. 

Glue the blocks side by side and up and down on a poster board or large paper. 
Cover it up with the colorful squares. 

 Here are some ideas:

The autumn leaves dance beneath a full moon. It is so bright, Monet Mouse sees shadows outside. The wind 
blows and branches wave. Leaves and tips of branches tap against the windowpane right next to Monet 
Mouse’s bed. From mouse-y toes to mouse-y nose, he covers up with his favorite blanket, a colorful quilt.  
When he snuggles under that blanket, he feels safe and sound. He thinks about all good things. Happy memory 
shadows dance in his mind. Sweet dreams!

by MONET MOUSE
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ARTRECIPE
M O N E T  M O U S E ’ S

Woven Fingerprint 
Drawing and Stamp Quilt

§  Fold a piece of the scrapbook 
paper in 1/2.
§		Cut 2" slits at the folded edge and 

cut upward. Stop about an inch or 
so from the top.
§		Open the paper.
§		Weave the colored strips in and 

out.
§		The first row weave under, over, 

under, over . . .
§		The second row weave over, under, 

over, under . . . 
§		Keep that pattern up until your 

woven quilt pattern is done.
§		Use markers and stamp pads to 

decorate each square with finger 
print drawings and stamping 
designs.

Ingredients:
§		Decorative scrapbook paper 
§		Colorful construction paper cut 

into strips about 1"&1/2" wide
§		Scissors 
§		Stamps
§		Ink pads
§		Markers

Monet Mouse enjoyed gluing his weaving onto a larger paper or craft foam. He 
placed it right in the middle and - Voila! - made a border all the way around the 
quilt. He decorated the frame-like border with glitter glue, puffy paint, foam 
shapes, sequins, small buttons ... I do believe he is looking for more things even 
now. A little here, a little there; what a work of art!


